
United Kingdom

O
ne of the founding members of the g p u, and so was supposed to offer ar service with fel-
low g p u/u pu members. There is evidence that uk offered international service at least from
1April 1879 (the date of universalization of ar) and no earlier than 1 July 1875, but the evidence

also suggests that domestic ar service did not begin until 1891. The expression used in uk for ar was
(and frequently, still is) advice of delivery.

There were several difference between international and domestic ar services offered by uk. Do-
mestic service was cheaper; the ar forms were quite different, and (with the exception of the very first
form), international forms were to be returned under cover, while the domestic forms were folded
letter sheets. Moreover, international ar forms were replaced by ar cards in late 1921, while domestic
ar forms continued to be used until the 1950s.

The g p o seems to have most reluctant to adopt ar service, based in part on the extremely low
numbers of nineteenth and early twentieth century artefacts of ar. In the pre-Vienna period, there
are three examples of outgoing international ar forms and one incoming known, as well as several
incoming ar covers, but no known outgoing ones. There are several ar covering envelopes known in
this period.

In the Vienna period, there are perhaps a dozen international ar forms, probably half as many
domestic ones, fewer than ten outgoing ar covers, and no domestic ones known. There are actually
quite a few British covering envelopes in this period, with numerous printing dates and varieties.

Post-Vienna, international ar forms become even more difficult to find (unlike the situation for
almost all other major entities), but the covering envelopes become almost prolific, with various sizes
and shapes. The earliest domestic ar cover is dated 1903, and in general both domestic and interna-
tional uk ar covers are still fairly difficult to find well into the 1940s. On the other hand, domestic ar
forms are amazingly common. Dozens of different printings are illustrated in MacKay's book [mac].

British (international)ar cards are somewhat difficult to find, and those printed in the 1920s have an
annoying habit of having turned brown from sulfurization (their original colour was probably yellow,
but I can't be sure).

• The (probable) first printing ar form is print order dated 31 March 1879, and is booklet style, very
similar to that of Canada's first ar form (and also a folded letter sheet), but unilingual English. The
next known printing is on large card stock, and requiring a covering envelope. All subsequent ones
are paper and required covering envelopes.

• Around 1900 or so, both domestic and international ar forms were enlarged to accommodate more
postmarks and comments from post offices; we infer that this was to permit the forms to also serve
for enquiry (for which the fees were about the same). It becomes impossible to distinguish after the
fact ar service from inquiry. The international forms became foolscap size (and, for some reason,
were printed on grey-blue paper).

• ar covering envelopes are small (#8 size) in the period 1883–1910s, but then we see a plethora of
different sizes, often on cheap paper.

• when applicable (that is, not in the Vienna period, nor for duplicate forms), payment of ar fee in
stamps on the form or card

• (International) The ratio of ar to registration fee ratio is 11⁄4 until about 1920–21 (for very few juris-
dictions outside the British Empire and Commonwealth was the ar fee more than that of registra-
tion). Most of the larger entities had ratio 1.
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ar timeline
1 July 1875

Founding member g p u.

1 April 1879
First known ar form issued, print date 31 March 1879; it is pink, and unlike all other known uk ar
forms, but similar to the first forms of Canada, and of the Seychelles. Payment of ar fee on form
(later, card) except during Vienna period.

1891
Probable year of origin of domestic ar service.

late 1921
ar cards introduced for international service only (ar forms for domestic use continued to 1968);
1920s cards high sulphur content and browned easily.

1968
Domestic ar forms replaced by domestic ar cards.

Notes & Observations
• In parallel with Canada, early uk is rare. There are three known outgoing ar forms in the pre-Vienna
period, one incoming, and no domestic (the last is not surprising, since it appears that domestic ar
was not instituted until 1891). There are no known outgoing ar covers in this period, but a couple
of incoming ones exist. Several ar covering envelopes are known.

• There are probably around ten known outgoing ar covers in the Treaty of Vienna period (1892–98),
but the international forms do not seem to be that rare, nor are the covering envelopes. Domestic
ar forms exist in this period (these did not require covering envelopes).

• The earliest recorded domestic ar cover is dated 1903.
• There was a profusion of ar covering envelopes in various shapes, going into the 1930s.
• British ar cards were introduced in late 1921 (for international use only), and they are not common.
Nor are international or domestic ar covers, but for some reason, domestic ar forms are common,
and come in dozens of printings (see [M] for numerous illustrations).

uk ar handstamps
The one on the left was in standard use from 1892. The only other uk ar handstamp that I've seen
appears on the right (and in only one example, used in 1938); it is larger. But a very high percentage of
uk ar covers do not have the handstamp, but instead a manuscript (and the odd one has printed ar).
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Very basic British rates 1875–1971

dates→ ≤1875 99/1/1 18/06/03 20/06/01 21/06/13 22/05/29 23/05/14 40/05/01

registrationi 2 → → → 3 → → →
dom AR 2 → → → 3 → → →
dom AR, after the fact NA 2 → → 3 → → →
domestic first class 1 → → → → 1.5 → →
int AR 2.5 → → → 3 → → →
int AR, after the fact NA 2.5 → → 3 → → →
UPU first class 2.5 → → → 3 → 2.5 3

British Empire u pu 1 1.5 2 → 1.5 → 2.5

dates→ 49/05/01 50/10/09 52/05/01 56/06/01 57/10/01 61/03/01 63/04/27 65/5/17

registrationi 4 → 6 12i 12 18 21 →
dom AR 3 → → → → 6 → →
dom AR, after the fact 3 → → → → 6 → →
domestic first class 1.5 → → → 3 → → 4

int AR 3 → → → → 6 → →
int AR, after the fact 3 → → → → 6 → →
UPU first class 3 4 → → 6 → → →
British Empire 2.5 → → → 4 → → →
dates→ 66/10/03 68/09/16

registrationi 36 →
dom AR 9 →
dom AR, after the fact 12 →
domestic first class 4 →
int AR 9 →
int AR, after the fact 12 →
UPU first class 6 →
British Empire 4 5

Covers the period up to decimalization (1971). All rates are in pence (d, for denarii). For first class
mail, multiple weight rates are much more complicated; the table deals with first weight only. For
more details see [Furfee]

Dating system is year/month/day. Printed matter, express, cod, dlo return fee, airmail, parcel
post, . . . not included. Rates taken from [F], [UPU],

(i) All registration fees given for default indemnity only; domestic and international registration
fees equal, except in the period 56/06/01–57/09/30when domestic registration was 1/– and inter-
national registration was 6 d.

NA = service not available.
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United Kingdom AR: exhibit synopsis

UK
was a foundingmember of the g p u, so that on its inception, it was supposed to offer ar service to
other founding members. However, it was little used until the twentieth century. The g p o seems
to have given it a less than enthusiastic welcome. For one thing, the ar fee was 25% more than

the default registration fee until 1921; contrast this with the us, for which international ar was a free option on
registered mail until 1925 (of course, the us had a long history of this service). For most European countries, ar
and registration fees were equal.

The uk had separate treatments for international and domestic ar service: different forms and different
rates. Moreover, although the international forms were replaced by cards in late 1921 (as was the case for most
entitities), domestic forms persisted well into the 1970s. Domestic service seems to have become fairly popular
from about the 1920s, based on the number of printings of domestic ar forms; curiously, domestic ar covers
are not that readily available. In contrast, artefacts of international ar service are difficult to find, even into the
1940s, with the (mysterious) exception of ar covering envelopes, for which there are numerous printings. The
exhibit is divided in two: international and domestic, with two additional pages on avis de paiement.

International AR
Subdivided by time period, pre-Treaty of Vienna (to 30 June 1892), Treaty of Vienna (1 July 1892–31 December 1898),
and post-Treaty of Vienna (from 1 January 1899). Within the chronological divisions, we proceed by artefact: ar
forms, ar covering envelopes, ar cards, and finally, ar covers. Not all of these were used in every chronological
division.

Pre-Vienna
ar forms There are only three (or four, depending on how they are counted) reported, and all of them appear
here. The first is a pink book style, to be returned as a folded letter sheet; the next two are heavy paper intended
to be returned under cover, and finally, there is a domestic ar form erroneously used on international mail
(underpaying the ar fee). Incoming forms from Luxembourg (1876) and Russia (1881) show mistreatment of ar
service.

ar covering envelopes For returning the signed foreign ar forms to the sender of the original registered letter.
The only two known examples are shown, one of which is from bpoConstantinople; these would have contained
the heavy paper type forms. No incoming ar covering envelopes are known in this period.

ar covers No outgoing examples are known, but two incoming ones (from Germany and Russia) appear in the
exhibit.

Treaty of Vienna period

In this period, the ar fee was applied to the registered covers, as the forms were usually prepared in the desti-
nation country.

ar forms Three examples of the form, unlike all those of the pre-Vienna period; returned under cover.

ar covering envelopes In this period, for returning uk forms. A representative sample of three are shown. There
are at least five different printings.

ar covers Fewer than ten outgoing are suspected of existing. Two from uk, and one from bpoConstantinople
appear.

Post-Vienna

Reverted to the original system of preparing ar forms (later cards) at the office of origin; now British stamps
appear on the forms and cards, not the covers. After the fact service become available.

ar forms The forms have been enlarged to foolscap size to accommodate more postmasters remarks (so they
could also be used for inquiry service), and the colour has changed to slate blue. Two are shown, one of which
is after the fact.

ar covering envelopes Once again, these would have contained foreign ar forms (most commonly, of the us).



There is a large variety of printings, including a mourning cover (for Queen Victoria), in various sizes, and with
different wordings; these go into the 1930s. Thirteen official ones and four provisional ones appear.

ar cards First printing late 1921; on poor quality card stock, probably in yellow, changing to pinkish for those
printed after 1930. Ten are shown to 1956, including a duplicate, returned from Tuva (1939).

ar covers Range mostly over the 1920s and 1930s; includes 1906 combination ar, vd (extra indemnity on regis-
tered matter, known as insured in uk), and late fee, and some later insured items (one underpaid), as well as b p o
Smyrna (1921).

Domestic AR
Subdivided by artefact: ar forms (1892–1960s), then ar covers, and within each, arranged chronologically.
British domestic ar forms did not require covering envelopes, and were not replaced by cards until 1968.

ar forms One used internationally appears in the pre-Vienna international portion. An early (1892; printed
1891) use is shown. A duplicate form (1900) follows it. Around the turn of the century, forms were enlarged
to accommodate more postmasters' comments, just as the international forms were. Then we show a range of
forms to 1962 (various formats), including after-the-fact use, and forms together with their returned to sender
cover.

ar covers Twowith their attached form appear in the previous section. It is very difficult to find domestic British
ar covers, even into the 1960s. We show uses 1903 (earliest reported), 1909, 1910, 1951, and 1967.

Avis de paiement
One form (1910) and one card (1940); these are the only two British avis de paiement items I'm aware of.



British AR

AR
service (avis de réception, advice of delivery, acknowledgment of receipt, . . . ) was permitted on interna-
tional mail by the g p u (later upu) in 1875. The uk had no such service until that date. The g p o
was less than enthusiastic about it, and very little nineteenth century uk ar material is known.

The exhibit is divided into international and domestic services, which were treated differently; for example,
the fee for this service was 21⁄2 d for international mail and 2 d for domestic for much of the period covered.

ar forms, ar covering envelopes (used to return the signed ar forms to the sender of the registered item), ar
cards, and ar covers (that is, registered envelopes sent with ar) are artefacts of the service. International service
is dealt with first, then domestic; there are substantial procedural differences.

The international section is subdivided into the three periods, pre-Vienna (1875–1892), Treaty of Vienna
period (1 July 1892–31 December 1899), and post-Vienna (1899–). Each of these subdivisions is further divided
(where applicable) into ar forms, ar covering envelopes (used to return the signed ar forms to the sender of the
registered item), ar cards, and ar covers, which are arranged chronologically.

(a) Pre-Vienna uk ar material is almost nonexistent; but we show the four known uk ar forms, two incoming
forms, the two known ar covering envelopes, and two incoming ar covers. No outgoing ar covers are known.

(b) Treaty of Vienna period ar material is almost as difficult to find; we show three different printings of ar
forms, several ar covering envelopes, and two of the fewer than ten known ar covers.

(c) Post-Vienna covers a much longer range, and there is more material. Oddly, there are very few ar forms in
this period; two are shown, one of which is after the fact (subsequent to mailing of the original registered item).
On the other hand, ar covering envelopes come in a bewildering array of formats and were used into the 1930s
(they contained foreign ar forms). We show fourteen official and four provisional.

ar cards (for international use only) were introduced late 1921; they are generally not easy to find. Ten are
shown to 1956, including a duplicate, returned from Tuva. ar covers are still difficult to find; the ones shown are
mostly 1920–1940, as well as a 1906 ar cover with vd and late fee.

The domestic section is subdivided into ar forms and ar covers (cards were not used, and covering envelopes
were not required). There are many different domestic ar forms (1891–1968). We show a range, including an
early (1910) duplicate form, as well as after the fact uses, and a couple with their accompanying ar cover. uk
domestic ar covers are difficult to find, but we show the earliest reported (1903), and a few others, to 1967.

The final two pages deal with the very obscure avis de paiement, acknowledging payment of an international
postal money order, a service analogous to, but much less frequently seen, than ar.

Domestic inquiry form, London–Coventry, 1871. Printed
form filled in by post office official: a registered
letter had been delivered. This may be viewed
as an extreme type of after-the-fact ar, providing
evidence of delivery.



UK international AR service
Pre-Treaty of Vienna AR forms
Although uk was a founding member of the gpu (upu from 1878), armaterial is almost non-existent in the pre-Treaty
of Vienna period (to 30 June 1892). ar forms were attached with gum. Three British ar forms known in this period.

First British AR form (1886)
Properly signed and returned from Germany. Only known example of this form.
Hedon–Rostock (Mecklenberg), 1886. Print-order date is March 1879 (in time for April 1879 change in upu rules). Not
bilingual. Discovery example: shows uk had ar service prior to 1892, contradicting the literature. Flimsy paper and book
style reminiscent of French ar forms of the period.

• ar fee paid on form using 21⁄2d stamp on reverse • Returned as folded letter sheet



Second British AR form (1891)
Properly signed and returned from Canada. Only known example of this form, and one of three reported uk ar forms in
the pre-Vienna period. Differs from earlier example: required a covering envelope and is on heavy paper.

British ar form, Charing Cross (London)–Vancouver, 1891. Properly signed and datestamped in Vancouver. Heavy paper (not
card stock), required a covering envelope for its return (unlike the first ar form). Print order data, 3/86 in a quantity
of 20,000. This and all later uk ar forms were accorded form number 68. No markings of any sort on reverse.

• ar fee paid on form using 21⁄2d stamp

• Returned in covering envelope

One of three known pre-Treaty of Vienna British ar forms to anywhere (all different printings).



Third British AR form (1891)
Properly signed and returned from Germany. Only known example of this form, and one of three reported uk ar forms in
the pre-Vienna period.

Victoria St (Liverpool) to Berlin, 1891. On very heavy paper, similar to the second (known) printing. Print-order date is
5/86 in quantity of 10,000.

• ar fee paid on form using 21⁄2d stamp

• Returned in covering envelope



Domestic (inland) British AR form used abroad (February 1892)
Improper use of form #87 (for domestic ar) to Germany; domestic ar fee paid (2d) rather than international ar fee
(21⁄2d). Underpayment was caused by inscription (hidden by stamp) of the amount for domestic service. Supports
current conjecture that domestic ar service began in uk ca 1891, and this newly-issued form confused the postmaster
at the small Scottish office.

Dollar (Scotland) to Germany, February 1892. Printed in a run of 2000, May 1891 (this very small quantity is consistent
with domestic ar having been recently introduced). Properly signed and returned to office of origin.

• ar fee paid on form using 2d stamp on interior of form

• Domestic uk ar forms were intended to be returned as folded letter sheets, but this one was returned under cover.



Incoming AR form mistreated on arrival
On delivery of the registered letter, the ar formwas supposed to be signed by the recipient and returned to the sender.
Owing to unfamiliarity with the service and the absence of English on most early ar forms, some were neither signed
nor returned. In all likelihood, they remained attached to the letter, ignored by postal clerks.

Extremely early (1876) ar form from Luxemburg to uk (ar service mandated for uk from July 1875). Likely intended
for use in German-speaking countries only (unilingual German).

ar form, Luxemburg to London, January 1876. Earliest ar item to or from British Isles. Regrettably sent to stamp dealer, hence
quasiphilatelic.

• ar fee paid on form, by rouletted 25 centimes stamp

• Intended to be returned under cover; on delivery, form ignored.

London registered handstamp
on reverse.



Incoming AR form, mistreated
Russia to uk (1881)

Bitzkaya (Russia) to Birmingham, 1881. Postmarked in uk; unsigned, ignored on delivery.

• ar fee paid on form by 7 kopek stamp

• Intended to be returned under cover.

Partial strike of (postal) wagon
(Russian travelling post office).

Boxed straightline means registered;
Birminghamregistered cds in blue.



Pre-Vienna (to 30 June 1892) covering envelopes for AR forms
For returning the ar forms of the country of origin of the registered letter. Only two pre-Vienna examples reported
for uk or offices abroad.

BPO Constantinople–Calcutta, 1883. Earliest reported ar covering envelope for British possessions, colonies, or dominions. Likely
the generic style used in uk at the time, with prolix description and no form number. Fourth reported use of straightline
REGISTERED-LETTER handstamp at bpo Constantinople.

London–Paris, 1888. Earliest reported uk ar covering envelope. Only substantive difference is the (form) No. 26. at upper
left; all subsequent uk ar covering envelopes were given this number.



Pre-Vienna AR covers
No outgoing examples are known from uk in this period.

Germany to London, 1890. At top, ms Rückschein (literally, receipt back), the term in Germany for ar used since the 1830s.
Rated 20Pfennig for each of registration & first weight upu fees; ar fee would have been applied to ar form. Likely the
earliest known ar cover to the uk.



Pre-Vienna, Poland (Russia) to UK

Warsaw to Exeter, sextuple rate, 1891. At lower left, ms avec retour resepisse, misspelling Austrian term for ar (used from
1806) Retour Recepisse (no accents), French for return receipt. Rated 70 kopeks, made up of 10 kop for registration and
six times (per 15 g) upu rate of 10 kop; ar fee would have been paid on the ar form.

Nine wax seals on reverse contribute to the weight.



Treaty of Vienna, UK AR forms
In the Treaty of Vienna period, 1 July 1892–31 December 1898, ar forms were prepared in the destination country, and
so the ar fee had to be applied to the registered item.

Form prepared at Jersey for registered letter from France, 1895. No backstamps. Printing of 20,000, July 1893.

• ar fee paid on registered letter • Returned (to sender, in France) under cover.



Treaty of Vienna UK AR forms

Form prepared at Ely for registered letter from Neustadt (Baden), Germany, 1897. Printing of 20,000, January 1897.

• ar fee paid on registered letter • Returned under cover.



Treaty of Vienna UK AR forms

Form prepared at Nottingham for registered letter from Neustadt (Black Forest), Germany, 1898. No backstamps. Printing of
20,000, January 1897 but a different form from preceding.

• ar fee paid on registered letter • Returned under cover.



UK AR form with very low print run (1898)

Form prepared at Dalry for registered letter from Neustadt, 27 December 1898 (four days before the Treaty of Vienna ceased
to be valid). Printing of 1,000, January 1893.

• ar fee paid on registered letter • Returned under cover.



Treaty of Vienna UK covering envelopes
In this period, would have contained uk ar forms.

Hull (UK) to Quito (Ecuador),
May 1894. Identical to
1888 example, thus a holdover
frompre-Vienna period.

Inexplicable partial crown
cancels at top.

London–NewJersey, July
1894. Central wording
simplified.

London–NewJersey, 1897.
Full em-space between
final n of Réception and
period (all others have
a hair space). Only ex-
ample knownof thismi-
nor variation.



AR covers, Treaty of Vienna (1 July 1892–31 December 1898)
ar covers were now supposed to be marked AR or avis de réception, and forms prepared in the destination country. This
required the ar fee to be paid on the covers. Perhaps ten British ar covers are known in this period.

Throgmorton Avenue EC (London) to New York, 1892. Standard oval uk ar hs (used for many decades). Rated 2d registration,
and 21⁄2d for each of ar fee and upu rate, totalling 7d. Earliest reported ar cover from uk.

Double rate, to Geneva, 1894. At top, ms registered & acknowledgment prepaid, endorsed by sender at Maybury (Woking);
large ms AR at lower left, applied by clerk. Rated 91⁄2d, made up as above, but with double upu rate.



British Post Office Constantinople ar cover, Vienna period
Open 1857–1914 and 1919–1923.

British PO Constantinople to
New York, returned to sender,
1896. Standard ovalarhs.

Rated 40Paras for each of
registration, ar fee, & upu
rate (agree with those of
the rest of Ottoman Em-
pire). OverprintedBritish
2d stamps.

After travelling extensively
(via London), thiswas sent
to the dlo in New York,
recorded there (upper left),
the Parti etiquette applied,
and returned to sender. The
``correct” oval dlo dates-
tampwas intended for use
on letter bills.



Post-Vienna (1 January 1899–), AR forms
With the changes in procedures resulting from the Treaty ofWashington, jurisdictions could once more choose to pay
the ar fee on the forms, as uk did. British ar forms were enlarged to foolscap size, to permit them to also be used as
enquiry forms. Curiously, there seem to be far fewer forms known in this period than in the Vienna period. Wording
had changed to ADVICE OF DELIVERY by this time.

Leytonstone (London)–Stettin, June 1914. Foolscap folded under (showing two-thirds).

• ar fee paid by 21⁄2d stamp • Returned under cover to office of origin.



After-the-fact AR/inquiry
uk regarded the two services as equivalent. ar form sent out after the registered letter had been mailed, with postmas-
ters en route filling in dates. Possible internationally from 1899. Only known international uk after the fact form.

Newry to New York State, 1905–1906. Registered letter mailed 20 December 1905; 21⁄2 d stamp dated 12 January 1906
(about three weeks after letter was mailed). Cohoes (NY) mark dated 20 February 1906, indicating delivery of letter
1 January 1906. Form returned to Washington (under cover), and then to Newry.

Form is much larger than shown (folded under). Reverse shows route, postmarked at Newry and Dublin.



AR form

Victoria Station (London) to the Hague, 1916. Three quarters of form shown.



Covering envelopes, post-Vienna (from 1 January 1899)
For returning ar forms of the country of origin. Were returned as registered matter until early 1908.

Glasgow to Baltimore, Febru-
ary 1901. Slightly lesswide
than otherUK covering en-
velopes of the period.

Huddersfield to Cherry Town,
December 1901. Address
corrected atny dlo. Slightly
less wide than other UK
covering envelopes of the
period.

Mourning covering envelope,
Norwood (London)–Virginia,
June 1902. For Victoria's
death (early 1901); three ex-
amples reported. British
official has added the state,
Va.



Post-Vienna covering envelopes

London to Paris, 1903. With
bluemsRéclam (réclamation)
suggesting an inquiry.

London to Munich, 1904.

London to Springfield, 1905.

.



Returned as non-registered matter (UK)
For the uk, covering envelopes were sent registered until early 1908. The top two bracket the change; slightly later in
the year, wording changed to advice of delivery.

Registered, Fulham to
Munich, 1907. Ad-
dressed toHolland
but arrived at the
correctMunich! Ful-
ham registered skele-
ton.

Unregistered, Chiswick
to Munich, Febru-
ary 1908. Ms 35
refers to Munich
office number.

Change of wording,
London–Munich,May
1908. Now
Advice of Delivery.



Change of format for UK covering envelopes
In the 1910s, a long envelope of poor quality paper was introduced, and evidently used for a long time.

London to Victoria (Aus) 1914. To Wontaggi, via
Cowes.

Lancashire to Massachussetts, 1932. Extremely late; the us
adopted ar cards (requiring no covering envelope) in
1923, but some small offices continued to use forms in
the 1930s. With wording shifted to the left, examples
are known in the 1920s.



More British Isles covering envelopes
This larger size was introduced in the uk in the 1920s, and an Irish version (after independence) also appeared. By this
time, both destinations were using cards, so these covers are somewhat mysterious.

London–Berlin,
1928. Berlin
official seal
(rev). Lon-
don offi-
cialmeter.

Ireland to
England, post-
1925. Hs:
Dublin postal
super-
intendent.



Provisional AR covering envelopes
When postmasters did not have any government-issued ar covering envelopes, they made up their own, either on
official stationery intended for other uses, or on a random envelope. Here are two prepared on Form No. 1. (covering
envelopes were form number 26).

Official form No. 1, Harrow to Munich, 1909. Ms AR form.

Different form No. 1, Forfar (Scotland) to New Jersey, 1916. Ms Return receipt (the us formula).



Provisional AR covering envelopes
And here are two prepared on Form No. 2.

Form No. 2, West Bromwich to Springfield, 1903. Hs AR.

Official form No. 2, Folkestone to Munich, 1909. Ms avis de reception.



AR cards
uk began using ar cards for international ar (but not domestic) late 1921. They are surprisingly difficult to find. Those
printed before 1930 were on poor quality card stock, and have browned considerably. They were probably originally
yellow (as Canada's were).

Returned from Paris to London, 1928. Properly signed. Payment of 3 d by stamp.

Returned fromParis to Shepherd's Bush (London), 1931.
Printed in 1925.



AR cards

Returned from Calcutta to Stoke Poges Lane, Slough, Buckshire, 1933. Payment of 3 d by stamp. For a registered letter with
indemnity up to £60 (this affected the registration fee, but not the ar fee).

Returned from Kobe (Japan) to Sutton, Coldfield, Birmingham, 1933. For some reason, the stamp was applied on reverse of the
card. Printed in 1929.



AR cards
Pink cards were introduced in the early 1930s.

Returned from Krustpils (Latvia) to London, 1939. For a registered letter with indemnity up to £5.
The marking on the stamp is mysterious.

Returned fromNew York to Tadworth, 1940. For some reason, the stamp was applied on reverse of the card. Printed in 1929.



Duplicate AR card
If an ar card (or form) were lost, damaged, or simply not returned, either an office of the country of origin or of
destination could prepare a duplicate (replacement) card or form. Very few examples (worldwide) have been reported.
This ar card was returned from Tuva (full name: Tuvan Herdsman's Republic), with a letter from the London Post Office.

Duplicate UK card returned from Turan (Tuva), 1939. Original registered letter mailed 2 November 1938; card prepared
15 April 1939 at Falkirk (Stirlingshire), addressed to the postmaster in Turan (40 km northwest of the capital, Kizil).
Properly signed; returned to the lpr by 15 June (undated signature). Card printed in 1934.

No ar fee required as this was a duplicate—payment had been made on the original ar card.

TARKyzyl Post Telegraph
Kontora, applied at
Kizil en route; aKon-
tora is a larger post
office. Likely where
the translationswere
applied.



AR cards

Returned from Adelaide (Australia) to Hastings, 1952. The reg-
istered letter was returned to sender (lower left, in red),
so the card is unsigned. Card printed in 1950.

Returned from Hungary to London, 1956. Printed in Febru-
ary 1956.



AR covers, post-Vienna
The ar fee was once again paid on the forms (later, cards), not on the cover.

Perth (Scotland) to Buffalo, 18 February 1899. Registration 2 d (paid by embossed stamp) and either double 21⁄2upu rate to
the us, or single rate plus ar fee mistakenly paid on cover. This was early enough after the change that the latter is a
possibility.

ar, vd (valeur déclarée), & late fee. Eastern District Office (London) to Paris, 1906. Rated 5d reg'n with indemnity (up to £12)
[normal registration fee was 2d], 2d late fee, and 21⁄2d upu rate, totalling 91⁄2d. Ms Late fee paid (upper right) and Insured
for twelve pounds £12·0·0. Very unusual combination of services.

French CHARGÉ marking is an old handstamp equivalent to registered. Red wax seals (typical of uk vd covers) have
been removed.



AR covers, post-Vienna
Both with blue ms ARmarks, rather than the hammer; presumably, smaller offices were not equipped with handstamps
for this obscure service.

Berkhamsted to Tunis, 1912. Embossed stamp pays 3 d; total is 6 d, made up from 2 d registration, and double upu rate at
21⁄2 d for the first weight plus 11⁄2 d for the second (this multiple rate was in effect from 1907.

Ormston to Denver, us censor, 1916. Registration 2 d, and 1 d preferential rate to us (in effect from 1908).



AR cover, British Post Office Smyrna
Open 1872–1914 and 1 March 1919–30 September 1922.

Smyrna bpo (Turkey) to Michigan,2 October 1921. The embossed stamp pays 5 d; registration 3 d (from 13 June 1921), and
2 d preferential rate (Empire rate) to us (in effect from the same date).

Inverted day in Redford datestamp.



AR covers, post-Vienna

Leytonstone to Shanghai, 1925. Postage of 7 d, made up from 3 d registration (from 1921), and double upu rate at 21⁄2 d for
the first weight plus 11⁄2 d for the second.

Parkstone to Albany, 1930. Registration 3 d, and 11⁄2 d preferential rate to us (in effect from 1922).



AR covers, post-Vienna

London to New Rochelle and forwarded, 1931. Embossed 41⁄2 d stamp pays 3 d registration and 11⁄2 d preferential rate to us.

London to Hobart (Australia), 1934. Registration 3 d, and triple Empire rate at 11⁄2 d for the first weight, and 1 d for each
additional (in effect from 1923).



AR covers, post-Vienna

London to Paramaribo (Surinam), not called for, 1934. Postage of 51⁄2 d, made up from 3 d registration, and 21⁄2 d.

Wandsworth to Vienna, with extra indemnity, deficiency reported, 1935. Embossed stamp is 41⁄2 d; total is 81⁄2 d. Registration
with indemnity £12+–£24 (in this case, £18) was 7 d; 28 gr indicates just under an ounce (28.4 g), so single upu rate of
21⁄2 d applied, and the cover was underpaid by 1 d. There is no indication it was charged postage due.



AR covers, post-Vienna

Charing Cross (London) to Reading (PA), 1936. Postage 41⁄2 d, made up from 3 d registration, and 11⁄2 d preferential rate to us.

Regents Street (London) to Vienna, 1938. Total postage is 51⁄2 d, made up from 3 d registration, and 21⁄2 d upu. A faint, but
larger, ar handstamp.



AR covers, post-Vienna

London to Hungary, with extra indemnity, 1939. Registered with minimal insurance (up to £12, here £1), 5 d; upu rate 21⁄2 d.
Unusual printed AR. Very unusual for an ar cover to be metered.

London to Germany (us zone), 19May 1949. Registration 4 d (began 1May 1949), and 41⁄2 d airmail rate to Germany (reduced
1 June 1949).



Domestic British AR
Believed to have begun 1891, at least 12 years (and possibly 16 years) after international ar service was available in uk.
Domestic ar forms are known from 1892 and were not replaced by cards until 1968. They are all of the folded letter
sheet type, so did not require a covering envelope. Domestic ar fee was 2 d, a half-penny less than international ar,
until 1920, whereupon domestic and international ar fees became equal (3 d), and are always paid on the form.

Around 1900, domestic ar forms were enlarged (as were the international ones) to incorporate more comments
from postmasters on route—so that they could double as inquiry forms.

The earliest reported domestic British ar cover is dated 1903, and ar covers are much more difficult to find than
the forms. Based on a few examples, this may be because domestic ar covers were often not marked ar.

Domestic ar forms

Domestic ar form, Dublin (Clare Street), 1894. Domestic ar fee (2d) paid by stamp. Properly signed. Folded letter sheet
(adhesive tape at top and bottom); form number 87, as are all domestic uk ar forms. Printed in 1891, quantity 150,000.



Duplicate domestic ar form

Duplicate ar form, Dublin–Limerick, 1900. When an ar form (attached to the registered letter) was damaged, missing,
or had not been returned, the postmaster was authorized to create a duplicate form, at no extra charge. Examples are
extremely difficult to find.

In this case, a registered letter was mailed on 27 September 1900; it had been received by the sender the next day.
The duplicate form was mailed 10 October 1900, and signed by the addressee and postmaster on that date.

This was prepared by the Dublin postmaster, who noted the date the registered letter was originally sent. He had
initially prepared the form in pencil, going over it later; this suggests unfamiliarity with the procedures.

The form itself differs from the earlier one; both are number 87.



Domestic ar forms enlarged
Likely with the advent of the Treaty ofWashington (effective 1 January 1899), both international and domestic ar forms
were enlarged to accomodate more comments from offices on route. This was likely in order to permit the forms to
also be used for inquiries on registered letters.

Leeds–Hull, 1908. Printed September 1905 in a quantity of 60,000. Properly signed by receiver, but not postmarked at
destination.



Domestic ar form
For a registered Parcel (the only one I've seen).

Malton–Scarborough, 1909. Printed May 1904 in a quantity of 40,000.



After-the-fact/inquiry domestic AR form
Therewas no additional charge above the ar fee for this. Inquiry and subsequent/after the fact ar are indistinguishable
in this period.

London, Regent Street–Upper
Edmonton, 1913.
Form is dated 14 August
1913, and refers to regis-
tered letter mailed 5 Au-
gust. Signed 16August; the
letter had been received 6
August.

Domesticar fee paid by 2 d
stamp.

FormprintedNovember 1911
in a quantity of 80,000.



After-the-fact/inquiry domestic AR form

Queenstown–London, 1916. Date ofmailing of registered item
was 18 January 1918; date of preparation was 15 February
1916; received at London 27 February 1918; after waiting
a week without being signed by recipient, the postmaster
signed the form (7 March).

Form printed December 1915 in a quantity of 100,000.



Domestic ar form with cover
Returned to sender; the form was subsequently glued to the front of the unfolded envelope.

Prince's Square (Bayswater)–Wandsworth, September 1922. Smaller form; printed March 1922 in a quantity of 100,000.
Postage on the cover of 41⁄2 d, made up from 3 d registration and 11⁄2 domestic (from May).



Domestic ar form

Wimbledon–Nunthorpe, 1925. Printed January 1924 in a quantity of 150,000.



Domestic ar form, Ireland
Although Ireland was independent by this time, its domestic ar forms were very similar to those of uk, even to the
extent of the form number (87). Some of the text is in Irish.

Dublin, 1927. Printed April 1923 in a quantity of 10,000, by a different printer.



Domestic ar form

Aylesham–Melton-Constable, 1928. Printed September 1923 in a quantity of 100,000. With receipt; Aylsham thimble.



Domestic ar form
Change in form number, to 87H. According to MacKay

North Allerton–Burbage (Wiltshire), 1932. Printed October 1928 in a quantity of 60,000.



Domestic ar form

Midhurst (Sussex), 1933. Printed April 1931 in a quantity of 200,000.



Domestic ar form

North Allerton–Westbury·on·Severn (Gloucester), 1933. Printed October 1928 in a quantity of 60,000.



Domestic ar form, after the fact
New format.

Bath–Bradford·on·Avon, 1934. Registered letter was mailed 27/9/34; form was mailed 12 November 1934, and signed the
next day by the postmaster of the destination office; the registered letter had been delivered the day after it was mailed.
Printed 1928(?) by a new printer.



Domestic ar form

Guildford–Woking, 1941. Printed 1938.



Domestic ar form with cover
No indication of ar on the cover. This may be the reason for the apparent paucity of domestic British ar cov-
ers—without the form, there is no evidence of ar service.

WhitneyBay (Northumberland)–
Alnwick, 1947. Returned to
sender; paper clips probably
applied after return.
Postage of 51⁄2 d: 3 d registra-
tion, and 21⁄2 d domestic rate.
Form printed April 1946.



Domestic ar form

Liverpool, 1947. Printed 1946.



Domestic ar form with cover
No backstamps and no dated handstamps at all on the registered cover. Blue cross probably applied by sender.

Tarporley (Cheshire)–Leominster,
July 1952. Returned to sender.
Postage of 81⁄2 d: 6 d registra-
tion (fromMay), and 21⁄2 d do-
mestic rate.
Form printed 1949.



Domestic ar form

London–Arundel, 1962. ar fee 6 d (from 1961).



Domestic uk ar covers
Muchmore difficult to find than the domestic ar forms. This is possibly because arwas not always stamped or written
on the covers (the forms would have been attached, and these would have indicated ar service).

London–Leatherhead, 1903. Registration 2 d and domestic rate 1 d. Earliest reported domestic British ar cover.

London–Leatherhead, 1910. Rated as above.



Domestic ar cover

Liverpool–London, 1909. Registration 2 d and domestic rate 1 d.



Domestic ar covers

London–StHeliers ( Jersey), 1923. Registration 3 d and domestic rate 11⁄2 d. Backstamp is a Jersey circle, hit several times.

Grouville ( Jersey), drop letter, returned to sender, 1951. Registration 4 d and domestic rate 21⁄2 d.



Domestic ar cover

London–Manchester, 1967. Registration 3/–, and
domestic 4 d.



Avis de paiement
Not much is known about this service in uk (or most other places), which is the analogue of ar for payment of money
orders.

A de p form, uk–India, 1910. British form acknowledging payment, at Southampton·Row (London), of a money order for
£10 issued in India. Properly signed, and postmarked. Seemingly the reverse of the usual worldwide practice (that the
form of issuing entity accompany the money order advice); possibly a replacement form! Returned under cover.



Avis de paiement
With no evidence whatsoever, I conjecture that a de p cards replaced forms at the same time that international ar
cards replaced ar forms, late 1921.

British avis de paiement card, seemingly after-the-fact or replacement, (1940). Money order was issued at Hastings, Calcutta
(India) on 16 February 1940; it was paid in London on 23March; the card was prepared at LONDON M.O.D. (money
order department; faint datestamp lower left), and postmarked at the London F.S. (foreign service) Office on 29March,
arriving 20April.


